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Introduction 

Phakic intraocular lenses (pIOLs) are reported to have solid viability for 

refractive amendment in suitable applicants. Contentions with respect to 

pIOL size determination to upgrade point support remain. Problematic size 

choice may bring about pIOL decentration, understudy ovalization, 

constant irritation, or endothelial cell misfortune . Alternatives for deciding 

haptic size incorporate white-to-white (WTW) measurement, utilizing a 

corneal geology framework, or point to-point distance, utilizing AS-OCT. 

One examination found that when WTW estimations acquired with the 

IOLMaster (Carl Zeiss Meditech Inc., Dublin, California, USA) and 

Orbscan IIz (Bausch and Lomb, Orbtek Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah, USA) 

were contrasted with those got with the AS-OCT, albeit the inward level 

distance across estimated with the AS-OCT was bigger, the estimations 

showed sensible arrangement by means of relapse investigation. Be that as 

it may, in another series of 30 eyes in 19 patients, thought about the even 

WTW breadth estimated utilizing a corneal geology framework with front 

fragment point to-point (ATA) estimations got with OCT. 

Discussion 

The creators tracked down that the WTW estimation was bigger than the 

ATA estimation; they presumed that these two estimations can't be utilized 

conversely in the determination of pIOL haptic size. A subsequent report 

by Piñero et al. thought about high recurrence (VHF) front fragment 

ultrasound (Artemis 2; Ultralink LLC, Morrison, Colorado, USA) to AS- 

OCT (Visante; Zeiss, Dublin, California, USA) for the estimation of 

foremost chamber profundity (ACD), focal corneal thickness (CCT), ATA, 

and iridocorneal point sizes. The creators inferred that, as opposed to the 

WTW estimation got with a corneal geography framework, the Artemis 2 

VHF ultrasound framework and the Visante OCT framework can be 

utilized conversely to gauge ACD, CCT, and ATA estimation. These 

discoveries were affirmed by a later report . In this huge series, 776 patients 

were exposed to foremost biometry estimations utilizing AS-OCT and 

optical low-intelligence reflectometry (OLCR). The Visante AS-OCT 

utilizes a 1310 nm laser diode, though the Lenstar LS 900 OLCR utilizes a 

820 nm laser diode. The creators announced great understanding between 

the two frameworks for ACD; nonetheless, the conflict for front chamber 

width and CCT was huge enough that the creators closed estimations by 

these divergent frameworks are not straightforwardly tradable. The 

significance of pIOL size choice requires further assessment to figure out 

which of these modalities is most appropriate. 

 

  Conclusion 

Its use reaches out to preoperative assessment in deciding the IOL 

power for post-LASIK waterfall extraction, getting biometric 

estimations, permitting three-dimensional representation of the 

foremost chamber and sulcus space for employable arranging, and 

archiving certain corneal or lenticular sicknesses. Accordingly, we 

expect the uses of OCT in waterfall medical procedure to turn out to 

be more inescapable sooner rather than later. 
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